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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, July 29, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWU4 610^4 S -10^6 4048 26609 +212 Basis (U): +80/+117 +125/+165 +200/+250 +350/+410 

MWZ4 620^6 S -10^0 3036 25441 +193 Info:  offer/cars cars/cars cars/nom cars/cars 

MWH5 634^0 S -8^6 1456 8078 -35 Change: dn 20/dn 8 dn 25/dn 25 up 10/unch unch/up 60 

MWK5 642^2 S -7^6 392 1765 -7 Mpls Truck 20d to-arrive: +45 +70 +80 

MWN5 649^4 S -7^2 489 658 +10 Portland (U) July Aug NC Sep Oct 

MWU5 657^2 S -6^0 132 277 +1 14%proBasis  +175/+195 +150/+195 +130/+205 +150/+205 

Totals:   9,665 63,162 +374  unch/dn 5 unch/up 15 unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 1,169  Options: 455 

Receipts on the Floor:   
73 cars and 2 trains 

Implied option vols: 
U:21% Z&H:18ish%  

Cash: Spring wheat basis was mixed in the spot market and in the 
PNW. Spot basis continues to be a function of rail freight.  

Commentary: 
Grain markets closed at sharply lower levels today with corn closing down 5-6 but off its lows, beans 
down 13 in the Nov, and wheat down double digits with Chicago leading.  The GFS added a significant 
rain event in the 6-10 day, but confidence is low given model disagreement. Still, it seemed enough to 
resume selling and the rally now appears to be a correction in a decisive downtrend.  
 
Crop conditions and weather outlooks continue to argue for lower grain prices.  
 
Managed money allocated more capital to building their net short position in Chicago wheat, which is 
now nearing the levels of January 2014. With market structure approaching those extreme levels, and 
cash basis continuing to trade above DVE at most locations, short hedges should be out of WU and a 
bullspread bias is advised to take the opposite side of the historically large managed money net short 
position in WU. Open interest continues to grow as we see heavy bearspreading order flow on WU/WZ 
into the VSR observation period. Although a VSR trigger to 11 cents per month now seems likely, this 
order flow pushing the spreads to wider carries appears to largely be hedge funds rather than 
commercials given cash levels. Thus, even with a trigger the liquidation of the position suggests 
spreads could rally following the index roll, in similar fashion to how the WN/WU spread played out. 
SRW export demand continues to outperform relative to USDA and most private projections, cash is 
strong, and funds are adding to their already large net short position in the front end.  
 
Spring wheat calendar spreads also sold off today as mill pricing in the deferred contracts traded 
against intermarket selling in the front end. MW gained some premium on W and KC but the correction 
was modest, and we see rallies as selling opportunities. Crop conditions continue to suggest record 
yield potential for spring wheat, and northern farmers are more likely to store corn than wheat given 
current cash price relationships. Harvest is coming and spring wheat intermarket premiums seasonally 
collapse as we get into harvest. U/Z could trade near full storage (~21 cents) as poor logistics impede 
end users from attempting to stop the board and deal with load outs. Scale into bullspreads MWZ out 
across the curve to hedge the intermarket short. Bearspreading the 3-month harvest spread versus 
buying the 2-month H/K spread near even money is an attractive option, as well. –Austin Damiani 


